
APUSH Examination Review Guide

Unit 4– 1800-1848

Section 1— Significance of Turning Points

1800

Changes— the election of Jefferson, the development of the Marshall Court, tremendous geographical 
growth and slavery becomes a divisive issue

Continuities— slavery, Native American conflict, and issues in foreign affairs with the British and the 
French

Turning Point: The election of Jefferson would lead to the development of the US into the West with the 
purchase of Louisiana and continued issues with both the powers of Europe and the Native Americans. 
Slavery becomes a divisive issue. 

1848

Changes— women’s rights movement begins, the conclusion of the conflict with Mexico and increased 
immigration

Continuities— Native American conflict, westward expansion, and the 1st Industrial Revolution

Turning Point: The end of this period marked a time in which the nation began to take the critical steps 
toward the Civil War after the war with Mexico came a conclusion. 

Section 2— Key Terms as Defined by the Curriculum Framework

participatory democracy— Politics and Power— after the election of 1824 more white males were able 
to vote because property requirements for voting came to an end

Democratic-Republicans— Politics and Power— the party of Jefferson which believed in immigration, 
westward expansion, slavery, small government and balanced budgets (conservatism)

Second Great Awakening— Ideas, Beliefs and Culture— a religious revival movement which swept the 
nation and sought to make individuals a part of a godly community to perfect society- led to reform 
movements which swept the nation during this period

secular reforms— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— reforms that were not religious such as abolitionism, 
women’s rights, public education, asylum reform, and temperance reform (reactions to the 2nd Great 
Awakening and the rise of industrialization)

xenophobia— Ideas, Beliefs and Culture— the fear of immigrants which led to the development of the 
Know-Nothing Party (fear of Irish, German and Scandinavian immigrants)



canals— Ideas, Work, Exchange and Technology— using navigable rivers, canals were the first highways to 
the development of the West, such as the Erie Canal which led to the development of New York and the 
Great Lakes region

machinery— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— the first textile industries in New England began 
the American phase of the 1st Industrial Revolution using the first machines- often powered by moving 
rivers

semi subsistence agriculture— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— helped usher in an era of 
commercial farming in the growing Midwest as farmers began to grow more food than for just their 
families using new machines such as plows and reapers and to sell their goods in a growing market-based 
economy 

Market Revolution— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— the development of industrialization, 
canals, roads, and later railroads, coupled with commercial farming led to the growth of a market-based 
economy in the United States after the conclusion of the War of 1812

internal improvements— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— the development of infrastructure 
such as the growth of roads, canals, bridges, and later railroads— using Henry Clay’s American System, 
these were to be financed by the federal government (at the time state governments do most of the 
heavy financial lifting)

Constituencies— Politics and Power—  groups that are beholden to politicians because they will have 
certain needs based on the socio-economic issues in the area in which they live and work (leads during 
this period to sectional divisions)

Democrats— Politics and Power— the party of Andrew Jackson, which supported westward expansion, 
the growth of slavery, Native American removal, lower tariffs and ending the Bank of the United States

Human Perfectibility— Ideas, Beliefs and Culture— the idea that society’s problems can be solved 
through reform movements and education (a by-product of the Second Great Awakening)

International Slave Trade— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— came to an end in 1808, but led to 
the importation of millions of West African slaves into the Western Hemisphere and after the invention 
of the cotton gin fueled the growth of slavery in the South in the US

steam engine— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— fueled the early machines and railroads of the 
1st Industrial Revolution

Railroads— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— fueled the growth of the early regional market 
economy which develops largely in the growing Northeast and Midwest in the years leading up to the 
Civil War

Telegraph— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— ushered in along with railroads, instantaneous 
communication that would facilitate the growth of a market economy and of the railroads that would 
provide for it

urban entrepreneurs— Ideas, Work, Exchange and Technology— individuals who set up shops and 
businesses and later factories that were a part of the growing national market-based economy



national bank— Ideas, Work, Exchange and Technology— used the power of the federal government and 
its treasury to extend credit, investment and to regulate the currency supply— all of which helped to 
facilitate the growth of the national market economy

Louisiana Purchase — Politics and Power — Doubled the size of the United States with land purchased 
from France in 1803. 

Federalists — Politics and Power — A political party which dies after the War of 1812 but had 
supported high tariffs, the growth of early industries, the national bank, and a strong central government. 

Whigs — Politics and Power — a political party that was developed in opposition to Andrew Jackson in 
the 1830s that supported high tariffs, the growth of early industries, a national bank, opposed westward 
expansion, and eventually slavery, too. 

Missouri Compromise — Politics and Power — A compromise which brought Missouri into the Union 
as a slave state and Maine into the Union as a free state plus drew a boundary for the expansion of 
slavery into the west that divided the country into north and south 

free African Americans— America and Regional Culture— those few African Americans who were not 
slaves but who helped some slaves achieve their freedom and to create the Abolitionist Movement 

interchangeable parts — Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology — helped usher in the first Industrial 
Revolution by creating machines that could be easily fixed and transported 

agricultural inventions and textiles — Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology — the most important 
components of the first Industrial Revolution 

arable land — Geography and the Environment — land that was suitable for farming in the growing Mid-
West

The American System — Politics and Power — developed by Henry Clay, it sought to use the power of 
the federal government to fund infrastructural improvements such as roads, bridges, and canals, to create 
a national bank, and to facilitate the growth of a market economy through higher tariffs 

tariffs — Ideas, Work Exchange and Technology — the use of taxes on imported goods to protect the 
growth of American industries 

Section 3— Primary Source Analysis

Source One

Title: A Founding Father on the Missouri Compromise, 1819

Author: Rufus King

Point of View: According to King, Congress has the power to restrict slavery because it had done so in 
the Northwest Ordinance and therefore it could block its expansion into the West



Purpose: In his speech, Rufus King sought to defeat the growth of slavery into the new state of Missouri 
and the rest of the Louisiana Purchase territories.

Audience: the US Senate

Context: After the conclusion of the War of 1812, the nation was growing rapidly into the West and so 
was the expansion of the cotton kingdom and therefore, slavery, too. 

Source Two

Title: A Northerner’s View of Slavery, 1821

Author: Aurelia Hale a 21-year old young lady from Connecticut

Point of View: Although taken aback by slavery at first, she started to like the comfort of visiting the 
South as a schoolteacher (Georgia) and having slaves to attend to her— she becomes oblivious to the 
human costs of the institution

Purpose: Her letter showcases the higher standard of living that wealthy privileged plantation owners 
would have enjoyed compared to their counterparts anywhere in America at the time. 

Audience: She is writing to her parents in the state of Connecticut. 

Context: The Compromise of 1820 had just been forged and slavery was poised to develop slowly into 
the Lower South after the conclusion of the War of 1812. 

Section 4— Turning Points in US History:

1812

Changes: the nation went into an active conflict with Great Britain and the Native Americans ally 
together to stop westward expansion

Continuities: slavery, foreign policy issues with the British, problems with the Native Americans

Turning Point- the nation after the war would industrialize for the first time, westward expansion and 
the growth of slavery would continue as the nation would become more and more divided

1824

Changes: universal white male suffrage and the elevation of Andrew Jackson as a political figure with a 
movement behind him

Continuities: slavery, sectional political division, and industrialization

Turning Point- the nation would take a conservative turn after an early economic depression in 1819 
with the elevation of Jackson into the presidency



Section 5— Crash Course Video Review Guides:

Video #10- Thomas Jefferson and His Democracy-

Significance of the Election of 1800:
*both parties ran campaigns and both parties ran candidates
*the Republicans under Jefferson won and there was a peaceful transition of power between political 
parties
*the Electoral College was fixed to what it is today

How did they treat their slaves?

Washington—  freed his slaves upon his death

Jefferson— did not free his slaves upon his death and fathered children with one of his slaves of whom 
he did not recognize as his own (sale of slaves furnished his lavish lifestyle)

Gabriel’s Rebellion— a blacksmith slave in Richmond, Virginia, who wanted tp hold the town hostage 
until his demands for liberty were met

It’s outcome— plot was discovered before it came to life and those behind it were all hanged and slave 
law codes became much harsher

Tucker Quote and it’s significance— George Tucker (a member of the Virginia Assembly- we should find a 
place in the west to colonize slaves)

What were Jefferson’s four goals and how successful was he at achieving each of them?
to reduce the size of the government, lower taxes, shrink the military, and enable an agrarian utopia (he 
does reduce the size of government, lowered taxes, and shrank the military until the Barbary Coast War, 
and for the next 60 years America remained divided over whether to become an industrial or an 
agrarian society

What was the significance of the Marshall Court rulings in the following cases?

*Marbury vs. Madison— gave us the concept of judicial review

*Fletcher vs. Peck— extended the power of judicial review in state cases and executive orders, too

Louisiana Purchase: doubles the size of the nation

Specifications: bought New Orleans— for a lot of land

Internal Conflicts: strict constructionist of the Constitution, but the document says nothing about buying 
land

Rationalization: it would be a great future investment for the nation and needed to be explored; every 
white man could have more land for a small farm (and slaves, too)

Embargo: to punish Britain and France 



What were the reasons for it— to promote free trade with the British and the French (end 
impressment)

How did it work— close American ports of trade; the US would trade goods so that it did not have to 
manufacture them— staying an agrarian nation

What was the impact— economy tanked; but, led to American manufacturing not agrarian ideals and it 
led to the War of 1812

What were four paradoxes of Jefferson as author and as president? 

a. wrote the Declaration, but perpetuated its abuses
b. claimed to want small government, but enlarged the power of it
c. wanted an agrarian republic, but his policies led to the growth of manufacturing
d. he wanted to foster freedom, but was a slave owner who took land away from Native Americans, 

too

Video #11— The War of 1812—

List and explain the four causes of the War of 1812. impressment, Canada, new land, and the rise of the 
War Hawks in congress

What is the importance and the perspective of Tecumseh’s quote?— that the US wanted the Indians to 
fight against one another, so that they would be easier to conquer

Contrast the actions of Tecumseh and the Prophet—

Tecumseh— revive pan-Indian unity and resist

The Prophet— abandon white ways

How was the War of 1812 similar to the following conflicts?

a. The French and Indian War— a war against Native Americans who were the greatest losers

b.    The American Revolution— a war against Native Americans who were the greatest losers

What regions of the country were for and against the war? Why? northern states were against it due to 
issues of trade; southerners were for it for additional land and the desire to see slavery expand

How would you best describe the US military and the British military at the beginning of the war?— US 
Army 10-12,000 men, navy had less than 40 ships; the British military was much larger and more 
expensive, but was busy fighting the French and Napoleon.

What were three US military successes of the war?— USS Constitution defeated British frigates, Oliver 
Hazard Perry’s victory at Put-in-Bay, the Battle of the Thames, the Battle of Horseshoe Bend and the 
Battle of New Orleans



What was the result of the Treaty of Ghent?— no territory changed; none of the causes were resolved

List and explain four impacts of the War of 1812.

a. confirmed the US would exist
b.launched Jackson’s career and the development of Canada
c.devastated the Native Americans
d.Hartford Convention— led to the death of the Federalist Party (nationalism— we felt like we had won 
and the US saw itself as a global player)

Video #12— The Market Revolution

Filled in blanks— themselves, others, Hamilton

Filled in blanks— transportation and communication

Steamboats and Canals

Relationship— were dependent on one another

Impact— 3,000 miles were built and it made cities grow into market centers

Most important improvement in transportation by 1860— railroads 

List four effects of the telegraph—

*merchants could know when to expect shipments
*merchants could know how much to sell them for in the markets
*more robust information
*more markets to sell goods

What were three effects of factories—

*organized workers in one place
*gave workers dedicated tasks
*made the work more efficient and productive

What were two advantages of LLCs?

*people can invest in one without the risk of failure
*are not responsible for the losses of others

How did the government contribute to the growth of American capitalism?— made it easier to protect 
them (Gibbons vs. Ogden and the Charles River Case); government financing

How did work change with the Market Revolution?

*more Americans went to work rather than worked at home
*a scheduled day using a clock 



*more people could work

Describe the first factory workers in the Lowell Mills.— most were New England farm girls

What did men do that didn’t want to work for low wages and how did factory owners replace them?— 
working for wages undermined the idea of freedom (moving west expanded creating new states); women 
and immigrants (Irish)

How did Transcendentalists such as Emerson and Fuller respond to the Market Revolution? — redefine 
freedom— it resides in the ability to create yourself as an individual (workers responded by creating 
associations); there was less freedom

Video #13— Slavery in America— 

In what ways was the South’s slave-based economy intertwined with the Market Revolution?— textiles 
industries required Southern cotton

What were the economic costs of a reliance on King Cotton in the South?— it was integral part of the 
entire economy- the South was both agricultural and rural, it led to a lack of manufacturing or 
technological innovation

Describe the yeoman farmers and his support of slavery when most of them did not own any slaves.— it 
gave them legal and social status due to the racial component of slavery, plus, many aspired to be slave 
owners themselves

Contrast the paternalistic slave owners with the North and list two justifications for slavery—

*saw it as a necessary evil
*slaves benefitted from slavery

Compare and contrast the rice and cotton plantation slaves and their work.

Rice— terrible working system but worked on task system

Cotton— most worked in gangs under an overseer, brutality was often used

How did owners dehumanize their slaves and what was their justification for doing so—

Dehumanization— brutality of whippings and use of racism

Justification— slaves were not human

List three ways slaves resisted dehumanization—

*family
*religion
*not working as hard as possible

What is the significance of the Mystery Document?— Joseph Tabor- slaves resisted by running away



How many slaves ran away and who assisted them in their flight? no one knows, but thousands ran away 
per year, Harriet Tubman and others on the Underground Railroad

Describe the following and their effects—

Vesey’s Rebellion— former slave may have organized a plot to destroy Charleston, SC

Nat Turner’s Rebellion— 80 slaves who went from place to place killing whites- slavery became worst, 
but it led to the abolitionist movements

What were the common forms of slave resistance? Why?— became individual persons and it was the 
most important component of what it means to be freedom

Video #14— The Age of Jackson

How was the current social structure before Jackson undemocratic? How was it Jeffersonian? Why move 
away from land as a voting requirement? — all voters were white male landowners; an individual who 
owns land can be independent; excluding wage workers seemed unfair

What were the three components of the American System, who were its supporters, and how was this 
not Jeffersonian?— federally funded infrastructure; tariffs to protect new businesses; and a national bank
— it was supported by Calhoun and Clay— it applied to use the power of the government

What were the three main issues of disagreement during the Era of Good Feelings?

*federal government investment
*national bank
*slavery

What were the facets of the Missouri Compromise and and explain Jefferson’s quote on it?— it featured 
a line which permitted slavery south of it; allowed for Missouri to be a free state and Maine a slave state; 
and Jefferson saw it as the beginning of the sectional quarrel that would lead to the Civil War

Who were the Democrats and Whigs? What were there beliefs/concerns/agendas?

* Democrats: lower to middle class farmers and skeptical of the market revolution/ South and the West
* Whigs: opposed to Jackson and wanted the American System/ Northeast

How does Jackson look tyrannical or monarchial with both the tariff/nullification crisis and Indian 
Removal?

*Tariff/Nullification Issue: Jackson responded with the Force Act to use armed force to collect taxes
*Indian Removal Act: made the Native Americans move; stepped beyond the power of the Supreme 
Court

Document Analysis:

Context: the Bank War initiated by the re-charter of the Second Bank of the US and the 1832 Election 



Audience: supporters of the bank
Perspective: the bank was a monopoly by which only certain wealthy individuals in America benefited 
Purpose: to veto the bank of the US and its recharter
Significance: it put the nation into a major financial meltdown in 1837

How are pet banks an example of the spoils system? — the banks were state ones that were chosen by 
Jackson and run by his supporters 

Video #15— 19th Century Reforms

1. How were Utopian communities a response to changes in America? — they were a response to the Industrial 
Revolution (Mormons were the most successful.)

2. Compare and contrast the religious utopian communities with the secular ones. — some were religious 
communities, others tried to create socialist communities, such as Brook Farm (unregulated behavior and these 
collapsed whereas religious ones succeeded)

3. What “caused” the reform movements and cite evidence to support the contention that America was a religious 
nation? — camp meetings and the growth of the ministry beginning in upstate western New York

4. What did the Second Great Awakening stress or preach AND how was the Awakening influenced by the Market 
Revolution? — influenced by the Market Revolution as they preached the values of industriousness and hard work

5. List the three points about the religious nature of all these nineteenth-century reform movements. — were 
Protestant, many believed in perfection, and based on a differing ideal of freedom (true freedom came from self-
control and self-determination— freedom from indulgence)

6. How much of a problem was alcohol AND why was a ban so controversial? — 1830 liquor consumption was 
double what it is today— limiting it appealed to Protestant denominations, but not to Catholic immigrants

7. Why were some opposed to common schools AND where were/weren’t common schools a success? — 
opposed it because they did want their moral education coming from the government, but it was not put in place in 
the South, it was feared that it would come into poor white and slave communities

8. Compare and contrast the goals of the American Colonization Society with Garrison’s American Anti-Slavery 
Society. — to colonize African-American slaves in places such as Liberia (free blacks opposed it), versus ending the 
institution of slavery by emancipating them (religion and abolition mixed— slavery = a sin); equality was the goal

9. What is the significance of "Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave." & Uncle Tom’s Cabin? 
— though both were banned; it made it difficult for an African-American abolitionist message to cut through 
compared to that of a white one from a novel based on the story of a slave

10. How were Frederick Douglass, Henry Highland Garnet, and apparently David Walker the strongest arguments 
for abolition? — both spoke for the right to equality for all slaves and had been slaves themselves (their arguments 
were the best for abolitionism as it proved the point).

Video #16— Women in the Nineteenth Century

1. Define the law of coverture and explain how it played a part in denying women suffrage. — husbands held 
property, authority and choices of their wives

2.
2. What is Republican Motherhood, and the good and bad that went along with it? — important because they were 
raising boys who would participate in the political process (gave them access to education and 

3. How did the Market Revolution affect women AND explain the Cult of Domesticity? — as production shifted 
from homes to factory it shifted away from women— so, a woman’s place was in the home by producing ideal 
conditions for men who would produce things in factories



4. HAPPY the Mystery document. — Context- it occurred as women were being more and more confined to their 
homes as the Market Revolution expanded; Audience- other women who were not interested in reform; Purpose- 
to show the importance and balance of motherhood; and Point-of-View- a woman is an important component of 
the nuclear family household (but, some women did work)

5. How did the temperance movement help to bring about suffrage for women? — becoming active in these 
movements helped them create their own movement (prohibition gave them the desire to wish to vote to clean-up 
the activities of unscrupulous men)

6. What was controversial about women working in abolitionist societies? — it introduced the idea of slaves as 
human (Uncle Tom’s Cabin)

7. Describe the 3 things about the 19th-century movement for women's rights. — it was an international 
movement; it was a middle-class or upper-class movement; and it faced strong resistance

8. What did women accomplish by taking leading roles in the reform movements of the 19th century? — women 
were able to enter the public sphere for the very first time- American women chipped away at the idea that 
woman’s place was strictly just in the home. 


